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155 Runes, including:

25 blue Runes 
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1 Ritual disc

4 Pyramids 

42 Arcana tokens
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Place the Ritual Disc in the center of the table 
and determine which player starts the game.

Hand out a Pyramid, a Mask token and a Ritual 
pawn to each player. Each player places their 
Ritual Pawn on the «I» square of the Ritual Disc.

On the Ritual Disc are 6 circles which are the 
6 locations of the Arcana token.
Place 7 Arcana token randomly face down on 
each of the 6 slots, then fl ip the top token of each 
stack over so that it is face up.

Distribute 4 Runes at random to the player 
designated to play 1st and 5 Runes to the player 
designated to play 2nd.

In a 3-player game, deal 6 Runes to the player 
designated to play in 3rd.

In a 4-player game, deal 5 Runes to the player 
designated to play 3rd and 6 Runes to the player 
designated to play last.

Each player places his Runes in his Pyramid. It’s 
constitute his reserve, of which he is the only one 
to know. Or hidden from the eyes of the others.

Take 6 Runes at random from the bag and place 
them in the center of the Ritual Disc. This is the 
Altar of the Runes. The remaining Runes remain 
in the bag.

Shuffl e the Egregor cards and place 4 of them 
face up on the table next to the game board. This 
is the Gallery of the Egregors. Other Egregor 
cards are placed face down, forming the Egre-
gor’s stack.

The Prestige tokens are placed in an accessible 
storeroom near the Ritual Disc.

SETUPSETUP
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COURSE AND GOAL OF THE GAMECOURSE AND GOAL OF THE GAME

In a game of OMEGA, you indulge in an occult 
ritual at the end of which the new initiate of the 
brotherhood will be designated. You will summon 
Egregors (cards) using Runes (tokens). These Egre-
gors will guide your progress on the Disc (board) in 
order to access the Arcana (round tiles). 

The ritual ends in 3 ways:

-  When a player has 7 Arcana tokens (6 in a game of 4)

-  When a player has placed 40 runes on his Egregors

- When there are no more Runes in the Runes Bag

The Egregors, Runes and Arcana have special 
powers. You’ll have to learn how to manipulate and 
combine them in order to be chosen one.

There are many strategies that can lead to victory. 
And before to go in front of the judges, make sure 
you have powerful Arcana and, if possible, enough 
runes to satisfy each of your Egregors... 

A game lasts between 45 and 60 minutes.

At the time of each lunar eclipse, 
the order of the OMEGA welcomes 

a new member into its midst.

In order to join this legendary circle, 
the greatest occultists of our time prepare themselves in secret.

After a mysterious initiation ritual, 
the Judges will appoint their new disciple, 

holder of the mastery of the Runes 
and the secret of the Arcana.

6
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Players take turns playing in a clockwise direction.

UPKEEP PHASE

It must always have 4 cards in the Egregors Gallery 
and 6 Runes on the Altar of Runes Before the draw 
phase.
If there are no more Egregor cards in the deck, 
shuffl e the discard pile and make a new stack.

During his turn, the player takes as many Runes 
from the bag as needed to complete the Altar of 
Runes.

In the same way, he completes the Egregor Gallery 
with a card taken from the top of the Egregor’s deck.

DRAW PHASE

The player must fi rst draw a Rune and place it in his 
Pyramid. He can choose it from the Altar of Runes 
or at random from the bag.

A Rune drawn from the Altar of Runes is not re-
placed until the next player’s Upkeep phase. 

The number of Runes in a player’s Pyramid is not 
limited.

MAIN PHASE

GAME TURNGAME TURN

A game round consists of 4 phases:

Upkeep phase

Draw phase

Main phase

End phase

There are 4 types of possible actions during a 
player’s Main Phase. A player can perform all 
these actions in the order of his choice:

.  Summon OR capture an Egregor
(and then, disown another, if he wishes to)

. Put Runes on his Egregors

. Moving your Mask token

. Applying the powers of his Egregors

. SUMMON, CAPTURE AND DISOWN 

During his Main Phase, a player may earn one Egre-
gor (and only one). It is possible to summon it from 
the Egregors Gallery OR to capture an opposing 
Egregor. 
At the end of his main phase, a player cannot have 
more than 4 Egregors.

SUMMON AN EGREGOR

To summon an Egregor, the player simply places at 
least one Rune of any color on the Egregor from the 
Gallery and places it, face up in front of him. The 
Egregor now carries one or more Runes.

Egregor cannot wear more than 2 colors of Runes. 
Therefore, a player may not summon an Egregor 
with a combination of more than 2 colors of Runes. 
Egregor cannot carry more than 10 Runes. There-
fore, a player cannot summon an Egregor with a 
combination of more than 10 Runes.

9

IMPORTANT RULES
- A player may not summon more than one Egregor per turn.

- A player cannot have more than 4 Egregors at the end of his main phase.
 - Egregor cannot wear more than 2 different Rune colors.

- Egregor cannot carry more than 10 Runes.
- During his turn, a player may not disown Egregor before he has invoked 

or captured another one.

Summon an Egregor = 1 Rune minimum

Power of the Egregor

Runes place 
on an Egregor

Snake Number Temporal Thrust

II
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CAPTURE AN EGREGOR

To capture an Egregor controlled by an opponent, 
a player must reveal more Runes than the Egregor 
carries (regardless of the color of the Runes).

For example, if the opposing Egregor carries 2 green 
Runes, you will need to reveal more than 2 Runes (for 
example 2 red Runes + 1 blue Rune) to capture that 
Egregor.

Knowing that an Egregor cannot wear more than 2 
different Rune colors, it is impossible to capture an 
Egregor with a combination of more than 2 Rune 
colors.

The player who succeeds in capturing an oppo-
nent’s Egregor takes it and places it in front of him 
face up. The Runes used for the capture are placed 
on the Egregor� and activate their effects. ����������

The player who loses his Egregor can retrieve to his 
Pyramid a certain number of Runes that the Egre-
gor was carrying. The number of Runes recovered is 
known as Snake’s Number located at the lower left 
corner of each Egregor card. Depending on the nu-
mber of Runes in the snake circle, the player chooses 
the Runes he wishes to retrieve and put them in his 
Pyramid and puts the remaining Runes back into 
the bag.

When a player captures Egregor, he earns 1 Prestige
point. He takes a Prestige token and places it in 
front of him, next to his Pyramid. The player with 
the most Prestige points at the end of the game is 
offered a Prestige bonus (see end of game).

DISOWN ONE OF HIS EGREGORS

If (and only if) a player has already summoned or 
captured an Egregor this turn, he may choose to 
disown another one already controlled. When he 
disowns an Egregor, the player must place it in a 
discard pile face up, next to the Egregor stack, where 
all renounced Egregor are placed.

Based on the Snake’s Number of the Egregor, the 
player chooses the Runes he wishes to retrieve and 
puts the remaining Runes back in the bag.

Disown an Egregor is done only after summoning or 
capturing an Egregor. It is not possible to discard an 
Egregor at any time to retrieve the Runes it carries.

If a player controls 5 Egregors, he must disown one 
of them before the end of the Main Phase.

FOR EXAMPLE:

This round I summoned Khep with 2 Green Runes, 
so I can deny Syphus if I wish. Syphus has a serpent 
number of 4, so I can retrieve the 4 Runes he carried 
in my Pyramid and place Syphus in the discard pile. 

If I wish, I can now put these 4 Runes back on my 
other Egregors.

WHY DISOWN AN EGREGOR?

Disown an Egregor is a fundamental strate-
gic act to recycle the Runes it carries.

The Runes recovered in this way can be placed 
on an Egregor again and, depending on their 
color, trigger their power again (see Rune 
powers).

The higher the serpent number of an Egre-
gor, the more interesting it will be to deny this 
Egregor, to get as many Runes at once. 

nent’s Egregor takes it and places it in front of him nent’s Egregor takes it and places it in front of him 
 The Runes used for the capture are placed  The Runes used for the capture are placed 
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RULES RELATED TO THE CAPTURE OF EGREGOR 

- Any Egregor carrying 10 Runes cannot be captured.

- Any Egregor on which a Mask token is placed cannot be captured 
(see Moving your Mask token).

- If a player has only one Egregor, it cannot be captured.

- When a player loses an Egregor after a capture, he cannot lose another Egregor 
by capture before his next turn. A player cannot lose more than one Egregor 

between two of his turns.

- It can happen that an Egregor doesn’t carry a Rune anymore. In this case, 
simply reveal a Rune of any color to capture it.

I
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       PUTTING RUNES ON YOUR EGREGORS

During the main phase, a player may place Runes 
on his Egregors. A player may place as many Runes 
as he wishes during his main phase (up to a maxi-
mum of 10 Runes per Egregor).

Placing a Rune allows you to benefi t from the power 
of that Rune (see Rune powers).
Because an Egregor cannot wear more than 2 diffe-
rent Rune colors. Therefore, it is not possible to put 
a third Rune color on an Egregor that is already 
wearing two.

The more Runes it carries, the more an Egregor is 
protected from capture (but the greater the losses 
can be if the Egregor is captured or disowned).

The more Runes an Egregor carries, the more points 
he will score at the End of the Game. It is therefore 
fundamental to reach end the game with as many 
Runes as possible on each of your Egregors.

During his turn, a player cannot move or retrieve 
Runes carried by his Egregors. Unless he disowns an 
Egregor or uses his special ability.

       PUTTING RUNES ON YOUR EGREGORS       PUTTING RUNES ON YOUR EGREGORS. .

.

                    MOVING YOUR MASK TOKEN

The power of the Mask token is to protect the Egregor on which it is placed. An Egregor on which the Mask 
Token is placed cannot be captured by another player.

When a player summons his fi rst Egregor, he places his Mask Token on it. During his main phase, the player 
may move his Mask Token and place it on another Egregor he controls in order to organize his defense.

Under no circumstances the Mask token protects an Egregor against the power of the Black Runes (see
The powers of the Runes).

Egregors marked with the «Renegade» pictogram cannot wear a Mask token (see Egregors’ powers) and are 
therefore more vulnerable to capture.

     

                        APPLYING THE POWERS OF THE EGREGORS

JETON_MASQUE_60mm.indd   76 08/01/2020   09:10
RUNE PLACEMENT RULES 

- The number of Runes in a player’s

Pyramid is not limited.

- An Egregor cannot wear more 

than 2 different Rune colors.

- An Egregor cannot carry more 

than 10 Runes.

- An Egregor may have no longer Runes 

on it. In this case an opponent can cap-

ture it just by placing a single 

Rune on it.
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The Egregors marked with the book pictogram have powers that can be use once 
during the main phase (see The powers of the Egregors).

This is the case for example of Nodo. If a player controls such an Egregor, he can 
apply the corresponding effect.
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END OF THE TURN

ADVANCE ON THE DISC

At the end of his turn, the player advances his Ritual 
Pawn to the Ritual Disc.

At the bottom right of each Egregor card is its Time 
thrust value. The player adds up all the Time thrust 
value of the Egregors he controls and advances 
his Ritual Pawn by the corresponding number of 
squares on the Ritual Disc.

     CHOOSE AN ARCANUM

As players progress through the Ritual Disc, they 
repeatedly pass the Eye of Arcana. Each time a 
player’s ritual token passes through the Eye of 
Arcana, the player selects one of the 6 Arcana tokens 
available on the Ritual Disc and places it faces down 
next to their pyramid. 
Then he fl ips the Arcana token over the top of the 
stack concerned so that there are always 6 available 
Arcana tokens face up.

Occasionally, a stack of Arcana Tokens may run out 
of Tokens. There will then be fewer than 6 Arcana 
Tokens available, restricting the choice of Arcana 
Tokens for the rest of the game.

At the end of the turn, a player may not perform 
any other action than progressing on the Ritual 
Disc and choosing Arcana tokens (he may not place 
a Rune, for example).

THE POWERS OF THE ARCANA

At the end of the game, during the judging, the 
Arcana tokens give points that will be counted in the 
calculation of the fi nal scores (see The end of game).

When a player selects an Arcana Token, he places it 
in front of him next to his Pyramid, face down, and 
holds it until the end of the game.

Some Arcana Tokens give a variable number of 
points, depending their power (see Arcana). So, 
players should be careful to choose Arcana tokens 
depending his strategies and adapt it throughout 
the game.

THE END OF THE GAMETHE END OF THE GAME

THE ARCANIC ENDING

In a game with 2 or 3 players, when a player has 7 
Arcana Tokens, the end of the game and the fi nal 
turn is announced.

In a 4-players game, the end of the game is an-
nounced when a player has 6 Arcana Tokens.

If a player reaches the maximum number of Arca-
na Tokens during the Main Phase of his turn and 
not during his End-of-Turn phase, he ends his turn 
normally before announcing the end of the game 
and the fi nal turn.

THE RUNIC ENDING 

When one of the players controls 4 Egregors, each 
carrying 10 Runes, the maximum possible Runes, he 
ends his turn normally before announcing the end of 
the game and the fi nal turn, even if no other player 
has the maximum number of Arcana tokens.

EXHAUSTION ENDING

In the very rare case when there is no more Rune 
in the Rune Bag, the player whose turn it is ending 
his turn normally before announcing the end of the 
game and the fi nal turn.

FINAL TURN

Once the end of the game is announced by a player, 
other players have will have a fi nal turn before 
proceeding to the scoring and Judgment.

The fi nal turn is a normal turn with one important 
exception: Any player can capture an Egregor du-
ring the fi nal turn (it is still possible to summon an 
Egregor).

The player who announced the end of the game 
(the one who usually has the most Arcana tokens 
or the most Runes) does not have a fi nal turn.

There are three possible scenarios leading to the fi nal turn and the end of the game:

  When a player reaches 7 Arcana tokens (6 for game with 4 players) : Arcanic ending

  When a player reaches the maximum number of Runes: Runic Ending

  When there are no more Runes in the Runes Bag: Exhaustion Ending

Once the last player’s fi nal turn is completed, the Judgment is decided.
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JUDGMENTJUDGMENT
There are 5 colors of Runes: blue, green, red, gold and white. In addition, there is a special Rune that 
doesn’t count as a color: the black Rune.
Each Rune has one or more specifi c powers. The manipulation of Runes is an art that only the most 
enlightened occultists will be able to master...

   
THE BLUE RUNES

The Blue Runes have Time Thrust power.

When a player places on an Egregor, he immedia-
tely moves his Ritual Pawn 2 squares forward on the 
Ritual Disc.

The effect of the Blue Runes is cumulative. For exa-
mple, each time a player places , he moves his 
ritual pawn 4 squares forward on the Ritual Disc.

The power of the blue is instant, it takes effect only 
when a blue Rune is placed on an Egregor, during the 
main phase of the player.
If a player’s Ritual Token passes through the Arcana 
Eye during his main phase, he must select and cap-
ture one of the 6 Arcana Tokens visible on the Ritual 
Disc and then fl ip over the Arcana Token from the 
top of the corresponding stack, like this there are 
always 6 Arcana Tokens available.

It can happen that the same blue Rune can advance 
several times by 2 squares on the Ritual Disc if it is 
retrieved and then placed again on an Egregor.

  
THE RED RUNES

The Red Runes have the proliferate power.

When a player places on an Egregor, if there is 
another Red Rune on the Altar of Runes, he can take 
it and place it on the same Egregor.

The earned Rune from the Altar of Runes is sim-
ply placed on the Egregor and does not trigger. A 
player can only take one red Rune from the Altar of 
Runes , even if there are several Red Runes on the 
Altar.
If there is no Red Rune on the Altar of Runes, the 
power of the Reds does not trigger.

An Egregor cannot carry more than 10 Runes. In the 
event that the red Rune placed by the player is the 
tenth on his Egregor, the power of the reds does not 
trigger, even if there are reds on the Altar.

A laid down Red Rune can be reused to benefi t 
from the power of the reds if it is retrieved and then 
placed again on an Egregor.

Note : When a player captures an opposing Egregor 
with Red Runes, the power of the reds trigger after the 
capture. In other words, you must always reveal more 
starting Runes than the targeted Egregor must be on 
your side to apply the Runes effects.

THE POWERS OF THE RUNESTHE POWERS OF THE RUNES

.

.

.

Once the fi nal turn is completed, the Judgment is made to determine the winner of the game: the new 
OMEGA initiate! Players can use the score sheets to make it easier to calculate the score.
There are 4 steps of counting points:

ARCANA POINTS

Each player add the points earned by his 
Arcana tokens. 

RUNES POINTS

The number of Runes carried by each Egregor also 
earns the owner a specifi c number of points. Players 
refer to the Runes Table to count their Runes points. 
Thus, if a player has 4 Egregors each carrying 10 
Runes, he earns 48 points, which is the maximum 
possible.

GOLDEN RUNES BONUS

Player then looks at their Golden Runes and earns 
a bonus of 2 points for each Golden Rune on their 
Egregors.

PRESTIGE BONUS 

The player with the most Prestige points wins a 
bonus of 5 points.
In the event of a tie, each player involved earn the 
5-point bonus.

.

Players fi nally add up the 4 numbers obtained their total of victory points. 
The player with the highest score is declared the new OMEGAOMEGA Initiate and winner of the game!

The player with the most Prestige points wins 

In the event of a tie, each player involved earn the 

RUNES TABLE

1 Rune = 0 point

2 Runes = 1 point

3 Runes = 2 points

4 Runes = 3 points

5 Runes = 4 points

6 Runes = 5 points

7 Runes = 6 points

8 Runes = 7 points

9 Runes = 9 points

10 Runes = 12 points
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THE WHITE RUNES

White Runes have a dual defensive power: a power 
of recovery and the power of protection against 
Black Runes.

1- RECOVERY POWER1- RECOVERY POWER

When a player loses an Egregor (because it is cap-
tured or disowned), all the White runes carried by the 
Egregor go back into the Pyramid’s player. 
Whatever the Snake’s Number is. The white Runes 
recovered are additional to those indicated by the 
serpent’s number.

2- PROTECTION AGAINST BLACK RUNES

At fi rst, White Runes cannot be targeted by the power 
of Black Runes. A. Black Rune cannot be used to re-
place a White Rune.

On the second hand, when an Egregor carries at least 
2 White Runes, Black Rune cannot be placed on it. 
Thus, an Egregor wearing at least 
2 White Runes, Black Rune cannot be placed on it. 2 White Runes, Black Rune cannot be placed on it. 2 White Runes, Black Rune cannot be placed on it. 

sees the 
second color he wears (if it has one) protected from 
the power of the Black Runes.

   
THE GOLDEN RUNES

The power of the Golden Runes is only about the 
Final Judgment.  

When the points are counted, each Golden Rune 
placed on an Egregor gives its controller a bonus of 
2 points. The Golden Runes have no other special 
power during the rest of the game.

3
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   THE GREEN RUNES

The Green Runes have the Draw power.

When a player places , he either picks a Rune 
from the Altar of the Runes or randomly from the 
bag and places it in his Pyramid.

The 2 Green Runes can be placed on 2 different 
Egregors, but they must be played at the same time.

If a Green Rune is salvages, it can naturally be 
reused, combined with a second Green Rune, to be-
nefi t from the power of the Green Runes.

  LES RUNES NOIRES

Black Runes are not considered as a Rune color. In 
other words, they are not affected by the two-color 
rule (an Egregor cannot wear more than two different 
Rune colors). There can therefore be a maximum of 
3 types of Runes on a single Egregor: 2 Rune colors 
and one or more black Runes.

Black Runes are used to collect Runes placed on 
Egregors controlled by an opponent.

Unlike Colored Runes, Black Runes can only be 
placed on an opposing Egregor. They cannot be 
used to summon or capture an Egregor. It’s impos-
sible to a player to place a black Runes on one of his 
Egregors.

When a player places on an Egregor controlled 
by another player, he retrieves an opposing Rune 
already placed on that Egregor and places it in his 
Pyramid. A player can place several black Runes on 
an opponent’s Egregor at the same time to retrieve 
as many Runes placed on that Egregor.

A player may only lay Black Runes during his own 
turn, during his main phase (just like other Runes).

Finally, the power of the Black Runes cannot target 
the White Runes and cannot target Runes placed on 
an Egregor bearing at least 2 White Runes.

V
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The opponent has no choice 
but to place Black Runes on 
this Egregor to take Gold 
Runes from his opponent.

FOR EXAMPLE 

The number of the serpent of 
Pysos is zero.
Nevertheless, I could retrieve 
all the White Runes in my 
Pyramid if I chose to disown 
it or if an opponent captures 
it.

V
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The opponent can no 
longer place Black Runes 

on this Egregor.
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SUMMONING KEY
The controller of a summoning Key can 
choose to replace it with a Egregor from 
the top of the stack. 

To proceed He takes a number of cards from the 
top of the deck equal to the number indicated and 
can choose one of these Egregor to replace The Key 
Egregor with.
Attention: the player cannot choose a key egregore.
The player can choose a primitive Egregor if there 
is only one color of Rune on the key Egregor.

The Runes placed on the Key Egregor are placed 
on the new chosen Egregor, and their power does 
not trigger.

The key Egregor is put in the discard zone, just like 
the unrestrained Egregors.
If a player controls several Key Egregors, he must 
add up their numbers to see that much cards from 
the top of the pile. He will be able to choose as 
many Egregors as he has Key Egregors to replace 
them.

If none of the Egregors are suitable for the player, 
he may choose to keep the Key Egregor; if the Key 
Egregor has a permanent effect (book) that player 
may use this power again on his next turn and 
choose whether or not to replace it.

DISSENTING EGREGORS

RENEGADES
The Egregor can’t have the Mask token.
It is therefore vulnerable to the capture 
of Egregor, unless it carries 10 runes (an 

Egregor carrying 10 runes cannot be captured) or 
it is the only Egregor controlled by a player (if a 
player controls only one Egregor, it cannot be cap-
tured).

PRIMITIVES
The Primitive Egregor can only be in-
voked or captured with one color of 
Rune. Its controller can only place one 

color of Rune on it, but other players can still place 
black Runes on it.
If there are no more Runes or only black Runes on 
a primitive Egregor, its controller can then put a 
new color on that Egregor.

POWER TRIGGERS PICTOGRAPH

LIGHTNING (instant power)

The power only triggers once, when the 

Egregor is summoned or captured.

BOOK (permanent power)

The power can be used once per turn, 
during the main phase.

POWER PICTOGRAM

HAND OF FATE
The player draws a number of Runes 
corresponding to the number in the hand. 

Each Rune drawn can be taken from those remai-
ning on the Altar of Runes or randomly from the 
bag. The drawn Runes are placed in the player’s 
Pyramid.

 iIf a color is indicated, the player must draw 

Runes of that color. In this case they must be token 
from the Altar of Runes if there are any. Otherwise, 
the runes of the color concerned are chosen from 
the bag.

RUNIC CYCLING
The player collects as many Runes in his 
Pyramid as the number indicated. He can 

retrieve these Runes from any of his Egregors, in-
cluding the Egregor with this power. It is possible 
to retrieve Runes that have just been placed.

 If a color is indicated, the player must retrieve a 
Rune of that color (if any).
The Runes thus recovered can be played again 
(immediately or later), on another or on the same 
Egregor.

TIME THRUST
The player advances his Ritual Pawn on 

the Ritual Disc by as many squares as the 
number shown. If a player’s ritual token passes 
through the Arcana Eye with this power, he must 
choose and take one of the 6 Arcana tokens visible 
on the Ritual Disc and then fl ip the top token over 
so that there are always 6 Arcana tokens available.

READ THE POWERS OF THE EGREGORSREAD THE POWERS OF THE EGREGORS

The powers of the Egregors are inscribed in the form of pictograms in the upper part of the Egregor 
maps. To understand these powers, you must know how to read the symbols on the cards! 
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MAIN RULES OF THE ORDER OF THE OMEGA

A player may not summon or capture more than one Egregor per turn.

A player cannot control more than four Egregors. 

An Egregor cannot wear more than two different Rune colors.

An Egregor cannot carry more than ten Runes.

Any Egregor carrying ten Runes cannot be captured.

If a player controls only one Egregor, it cannot be captured.

Any Egregor with the Mask token can be captured.

A player may not disown an Egregor before he has summoned 
or captured one.

If an Egregor no longer carries any Rune, 
a Rune of any color is enough to capture it.

If a player loses an Egregor by capture, 
he cannot lose another Egregor until his next turn.

Black Rune cannot be used to summon or capture an Egregor.

The number of Runes in a player’s Pyramid is not limited.




